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Abstract  
Measured damping rates of stable Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAEs) have been compared 
with damping rates calculated with the NOVA-K code for a number of experimental conditions 
on Alcator C-Mod in an attempt to validate the NOVA-K damping model.  Very low amplitude 
( /B Bθ θ  ~ 10-7 at the wall) stable TAEs are excited in Ohmic plasmas with a pair of active MHD 
antennas inside C-Mod.  By sweeping the excited frequency of the antennas through the 
expected TAE frequency, the frequency width of a mode resonance can be measured with 
poloidal field pick-up coils on outboard limiters to determine the damping rate of that mode.  
The calculated equilibrium and main plasma parameters at the time of the resonance are input 
into the NOVA-K code to then calculate the expected damping rate for the measured toroidal 
mode number and compare with the experimental value.  The calculations include continuum 
damping, Landau damping on both the electrons and the background and impurity ions, and 
collisional damping on the electrons.  Comparisons have been made for inner wall limited and 
lower single null diverted cases over a range of ITER-relevant moderate toroidal mode numbers 
(3 ≤ |n| ≤ 9).  Good agreement between the experiment and theoretical calculations can be 
obtained with reasonable q profiles for the plasma conditions in which perturbative NOVA 
models are applicable, but the results are found to depend very sensitively on the assumed q 
profile. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Fast particle driven unstable modes such as Toroidal Alfvén Eigenmodes (TAEs) [1-5] are found 
in most magnetic confinement devices in the presence of energetic particles driven by auxiliary 
heating and under some conditions eject the fast particles, reducing the plasma performance or 
even causing damage to the first wall.  Calculations predict that moderate toroidal mode number 
(n ~ 10) TAEs will be unstable in ITER [6,7] and, if they grow large enough, could quench the 
fusion burn or cause damage to the first wall.  Understanding the physics of these modes is 
important to learn how to avoid or control them to better control the fusion burn in next step 
devices.   TAEs become unstable when their energetic particle drive exceeds the combination of 
multiple damping mechanisms [8-10].  While the energetic particle drive is believed to be well 
understood [11-13], the damping mechanisms are complex and the theory needs to be 
quantitatively benchmarked with experiment, particularly in the range of medium to high 
toroidal mode numbers expected in ITER. 
 
Previous experiments carried out on JET with very large low n ≤ 2 antennas have excited 
stable TAEs in Ohmic plasmas over a wide range of conditions [14-16].  Comparisons of the 
measured damping rate were made with NOVA-K calculations with the result that NOVA-K 
under predicted the measured damping rate by more than an order of magnitude using measured 
density and safety factor profiles [17].   It is noteworthy that special studies have been performed 
recently to understand those results. Two different groups came to the same conclusion that the 
dominant contribution to the damping of n=1 TAEs in JET can come only from the plasma edge 
[18,19] and is mostly due to the continuum damping, whereas radiative damping was shown to 
be small. 
 
To better understand the physics of Alfvén eigenmodes, with particular emphasis on the 
range of modes expected to be unstable in ITER, a pair of active MHD antennas was installed in 
Alcator C-Mod to excite a broad range of moderate |n| < 16 stable AEs [20].  A number of 
experiments have been performed exciting AEs and measuring their damping rates in C-Mod 
Ohmic plasmas with inner wall limited and lower single null magnetic configurations [21,22].  
While the measured damping rates (0.1% < γ/ω < 4%) for these moderate n TAEs were in the 
same range as for the low n TAEs in JET, some differences in the scaling of the damping rate 
with plasma shaping and magnetic configuration were found.  In particular, the lowest damping 
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rates for moderate n TAEs in C-Mod were found in lower single null diverted plasmas with small 
outer gaps, while diverted plasmas had the largest damping rates for low n AEs in JET.  Given 
these measured differences and the fact that moderate n AEs will couple a larger number of 
poloidal harmonics with different radial distributions, the physics of the damping of moderate n 
AEs may be significantly different from that of low n AEs. 
 
To investigate the physics of moderate n AEs, the NOVA-K code [23] has been used to 
calculate moderate n damping rates and compare with the damping rates of stable TAEs 
measured in C-Mod.  Improvements have been made in the damping rate calculations in NOVA-
K [24], particularly with regard to continuum damping [25], which usually turns out to be the 
dominant damping mechanism for the cases that have been considered.  Nevertheless the 
measured damping rate in absolute value is often low enough, 1-3%, to justify the applicability 
of the perturbative model used in NOVA-K.  The other damping mechanisms that are included in 
these studies are collisional damping on the electrons and Landau damping on the thermal 
electrons, deuterium ions, and carbon ions as the only assumed impurity.  Radiative damping has 
not been included.  The purpose of this paper is to compare for the first time moderate-n TAE 
measured and simulated damping rates under conditions in which the NOVA-K model is 
applicable. 
 
The next section of this paper describes the active MHD antennas on C-Mod and 
accompanying magnetic pick-up coils used for exciting and measuring the AE resonances, 
respectively.  Section 3 gives a brief description of the NOVA-K code.  Section 3.1 gives the 
results of the comparison of the calculated and measured damping rate for an n = 4 inner wall 
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limited case.  Section 3.2 compares the calculated and measured damping rates for an n = -4 
lower single null case.  Section 3.3 concentrates on an n = 9 lower single null case with 
artificially varied safety factor profile to systematically study the effect of small changes in q on 
the calculated damping rate. 
 
 
2. Active MHD Experiments on C-Mod 
 
The active MHD system on C-Mod for measuring the damping rates of stable Alfvén 
eigenmodes consists of a pair of antennas above and below the outboard midplane at one toroidal 
location and 65 poloidal field pick-up coils mounted to outboard limiters at two toroidal 
locations.  Figure 1a shows a cross-section of the plasma and a drawing of the active MHD 
antennas.  For a typical plasma shape, there is only a 2.5 cm outer gap between the antennas and 
the last closed flux surface.  Figure 1b also shows a photo of the antennas and one of the 
outboard limiters, where pick-up coils are mounted to the sides and beneath the tiles.  Figure 1c 
also shows a geometric toroidal mode number spectrum of each of the antennas, indicating a 
broad spectrum with a full-width-half-maximum of |n| ≈ 16.  With only one set of antennas 
toroidally, no selection of toroidal mode numbers can be made and there can be no directionality 
of the excited waves.  
 
 Two amplifiers [26] can drive the antennas independently with up to 25 A of current 
across the AE frequency range from 100 kHz – 1 MHz, which produces a radial field 
perturbation of about 10-4 T at the typical q=1.5 surface.  Note that while the total perturbed field 
is of order 10-4 T, the stable TAE resonances measured with the poloidal field pick up coils at the 
wall are typically Bθ  < 10-6 T, so that only the most sensitive fluctuation diagnostics can observe 
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these modes.  Such stable TAE resonances have not been observed on the line integrated density 
fluctuation measurements along vertical chords through the plasma core with Phase Contrast 
Imaging (PCI) [27].   
 
In early experiments, current was driven in only the upper antenna while in more recent 
experiments, both antennas were driven in phase.  Through synchronous detection of the pick-up 
coil signals with the antenna current, a peak in the amplitude combined with a circular sweep of 
the phase of the real and imaginary parts of the transfer function indicate clear resonances as the 
frequency sweeps through the expected frequency of the center of the TAE gap given 
approximately by v / 2TAE A qRω =  where v / 4A i iB m nπ=  is the Alfvén velocity.  Resonances 
were observed to fit this simple expression evaluated using the major radius of the magnetic axis, 
the toroidal field on axis, the core line averaged electron density in place of the ion density, 2.1 
for the effective ion mass, and the q value taken at 1.5.  Early experiments relied on ramping the 
toroidal field at constant antenna frequency to determine the width of the resonance by 
effectively sweeping the plasma TAE frequency through the antenna frequency.   To improve the 
time resolution of the damping rate measurements, the frequency of the antennas can be swept 
back and forth through the above TAE frequency calculated in real time with analog line 
averaged electron density and toroidal field signals and assumed values for the other parameters.  
This allows resonances to be measured typically every 100 ms during the discharge.  The typical 
uncertainty in the measured damping rate is ±20%. 
 
While the measured resonance frequency is very precise, the actual mode frequency in 
the plasma frame requires knowledge of the plasma rotation profile.  There is a three radial 
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position x ray crystal spectrometer on C-Mod [28] that measures the toroidal rotation of argon 
impurities in the plasma.  For standard Ohmic plasma conditions as in these experiments, the 
plasma toroidal rotation profile is usually rather flat in the range of 2 kHz to 5 kHz in the 
electron drift direction, opposite to the plasma current.  For a TAE rotating in the ion drift 
direction, the plasma rotation will then reduce the measured frequency of the mode by n times 
the plasma toroidal rotation frequency.  So, the mode frequency in the plasma frame will be 
higher than the measured frequency by nωϕ.  In some cases, the x ray crystal spectrometer data 
were unavailable, so the plasma rotation can only be estimated and for moderately high n 
numbers, this can lead to a significant uncertainty in the mode frequency in the plasma frame. 
 
Three closely spaced (∆ϕ ≈ 2.5°) pick-up coils 10 cm above and below the midplane on 
each of the two outboard limiters [18] provide different toroidal phases of the modes to 
determine their toroidal mode numbers.  These are particularly well placed for measuring the 
moderate n numbers excited by the active MHD antennas.  By fitting the phases of the residues 
of the transfer functions of the toroidally displaced coils, the toroidal mode number of a given 
resonance can be determined.  Although the antennas drive a broad spectrum of modes, the 
observed plasma resonances usually consist of a single toroidal mode number that typically falls 
in the range of 3 ≤ |n| ≤ 14. 
 
3. NOVA-K TAE Damping Rate Calculations 
The NOVA-K code was used to calculate the damping rate for TAEs for a range of conditions in 
C-Mod Ohmic plasmas.  The damping terms in these calculations included continuum damping, 
collisions with electrons [24], and Landau damping on the thermal electrons, the deuterium ions, 
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and on the carbon ions [23], which is the only assumed impurity.  Note that boron is the 
dominant impurity in C-Mod, but this is not expected to significantly affect the results of this 
paper.  Recently added damping on the Alfvén continuum [25] is based on the perturbative 
technique [29] in which the mode is assumed to be radially localized in the TAE gap and interact 
with the continuum only at the tail (evanescent region) of its radial structure.  In such case, the 
damping is expected to be small and its absolute value is a criterion for the applicability of the 
model.  The NOVA-K continuum damping model has not been extensively compared with 
experiments yet and was applied only in connection with the study of the AE propagation 
through the continuum [25]. Thus, this comparison is important to help validate NOVA-K 
models.  While there is a model for radiative damping in the code [24], it is only valid for 
circular geometry and low magnetic shear conditions, which is not the case in these experiments, 
so radiative damping was not included.   Measured values of Zeff were used to determine the 
impurity concentration. The fast particle effects available in NOVA-K were artificially turned off 
in the code to compare with these Ohmic conditions where no significant fast ion tail is present.  
The code was run in free-boundary mode, which allows the eigenfunction of the perturbation to 
have finite amplitude at the plasma boundary, since in the experiment, the mode is measured 
with pick-up coils mounted to the outboard limiters well outside the last closed flux surface.   C-
Mod temperature and density profiles from Thomson scattering and EFIT [30] calculated 
equilibrium parameters were input into TRANSP [31].  The output of TRANSP, including the 
calculated total plasma β, was then used as input into NOVA-K at a given point in time in the 
discharge when a stable TAE resonance was observed.  The measured n number from the phase 
difference of several toroidally displaced pick-up coils was then used in NOVA-K to search for 
modes near the measured resonant frequency, taking into account the Doppler shift, nωϕ, of the 
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core plasma rotation.   For the measured moderate n numbers, as expected from theory, there are 
a number of eigenmode solutions in the TAE gap at several frequencies in the range of the 
measured frequency.  Their radial eigenfunctions are then analyzed to determine whether or not 
there is strong interaction with the continuum.  For the modes that do not exhibit strong 
interaction with the continuum ((γ/ω)continuum < 5%), the additional damping terms were 
calculated and summed to compare the total damping rate with the experimentally measured one.   
 
 Several Ohmic plasma conditions were modeled including inner wall limited and lower 
single null diverted plasmas.  All of these plasmas were sawtoothing indicating that the central q 
value ~ 1.  Plasmas with measured damping rates from 0.76% < |γ/ω| < 3.0% and n numbers 
between 3 ≤ |n| ≤ 9 were chosen for this comparison.  At present, the q profile is not measured 
but has been calculated with EFIT and TRANSP to give an estimate based only on external 
magnetic measurements.  The sensitivity to this calculated q profile was examined by running 
NOVA-K three times with 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 multiplying the EFIT q profile for one case. 
 
 
3.1 Inner wall limited plasma with n = 4 stable TAE and ramping toroidal field 
Figure 2 shows the plasma cross-section for an inner wall limited plasma and the spectrogram of 
a magnetic pick-up coil signal as the toroidal field is ramped so that the center of the TAE gap 
frequency for q=1.5 ( ( 1.5) v / 3TAE Aq Rω = = ) passes through the constant active MHD antenna 
frequency, which was set to 420 kHz.  The plasma current and electron density were nearly 
constant at Ip = 0.82 MA and en  = 3 × 1020 m-3.  The toroidal field ramped from 6.6 T down to 
5.4 T during this time window so that q95 ramped from 4.5 down to 3.7.  A clear peak is visible 
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in the magnetic pick-up coil signal shortly after the TAE frequency passes through the active 
MHD frequency.  The real and imaginary parts of the transfer function of the pick-up coil signal 
to the antenna current map out a circle in the complex plane.  The fitted damping rate came out 
to γ/ω ~ -3%.  The phases of the residues of the transfer functions of three closely toroidally 
spaced pick-up coil signals gives a linear fit to n = 4 in this case.  Note that this is in the counter-
current direction since the plasma current direction is negative (clockwise) when viewed from 
above. 
 
 The NOVA-K code was run for this case with two different q profiles beginning with the 
EFIT calculated q profile based on magnetic measurements compared with an artificially 
calculated flat q radial profile out to polΨ ~ 0.7, where polΨ  is the normalized poloidal flux 
(Figure 3).  The plasma rotation was not measured for this case, but under similar conditions, the 
core ion rotation is typically < 5 kHz in the electron direction (counter-current) so the mode 
frequency in the plasma frame for n = 4 taking into account the Doppler shift would be fplasma = 
fmeas + nvϕ/2πR = 420 kHz + 20 kHz.  Modes near this frequency with n = 4 were computed for 
both q profiles without strong continuum interactions.  Table 1 shows the calculated damping 
rates for the modes that were found near this frequency for both q profiles with the contributions 
from electron collisions, Landau damping on the thermal electrons, deuterium and carbon ions, 
and continuum damping indicated separately.  The mode without strong continuum interaction 
that is closest to the experimentally measured frequency is with the EFIT q profile and has a 
frequency of 427.4 kHz and a total damping rate of -0.46%.  This is considerably lower in 
absolute value than the measured damping rate of -3%.  Two modes without strong continuum 
interaction were found with the flat q profile at 457.2 kHz and 476.7 kHz with calculated 
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damping rates of -0.19% and -1.62%, respectively.  The latter damping rate is within a factor of 
two of the measured damping rate.   
 
The radial structures of the poloidal harmonics of the TAE eigenfunction for the 427.4 
kHz n = 4 mode with the EFIT q profile are shown in Figure 4a.  This is the normal to the 
magnetic surface component of the plasma displacement vector for each poloidal harmonic.  The 
profile of the Alfvén eigenmode gap structure is also shown in Figure 4b.  The gap is nearly 
closed in the core and there is strong continuum interaction from about the mid radius inward, 
but the dominant part of the mode is outside of the mid radius where the continuum interaction is 
weak.  So, the total damping rate is not very large with γ/ω = -0.46%.   
 
For TAE modes, the dominant contribution to the continuum damping is typically 
coming from the edge of the plasma, even though the interaction with the continuum in the 
plasma center based on the mode structure seems to be strong. This is because such damping gets 
small if the magnetic shear is low [29], such as in the center. For the mode presented in Figure 
4a, the interaction is much stronger in the center but the damping rate is small enough that the 
perturbative NOVA-K model can be applied.  It is also clear from these quite different q profiles 
that the modes and damping rates found by NOVA-K are sensitive to the details of the q profile. 
3.2 Lower single null diverted n = -4 stable TAE with ramping toroidal field 
Stable TAE resonances were also excited in lower single null diverted plasmas with ramping 
toroidal field as shown in Figure 5.  Three resonances are observed as the toroidal field ramps 
down and the density ramps up and down so that the center of the gap TAE frequency for q=1.5 
passes through the constant antenna frequency three times.  The plasma current was nearly 
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constant at Ip = 0.77 MA and q95 ramped from 5.8 down to 5.4 during this time window.  The 
third resonance was found to have n = -4 in the ion direction with a frequency of fTAE = 436 kHz 
and a measured damping rate of γ/ω ≈ -0.8%.    
 This case was modeled with NOVA-K using q profiles calculated from EFIT and 
TRANSP (Figure 6), which are somewhat different due to the different boundary conditions in 
the two codes and the assumed parameterizations of the current density profile.  The core plasma 
ion toroidal rotation was measured to be ftor ≈ 4 kHz in the electron direction so that the mode 
frequency in the plasma frame should be fplasma ≈ fmeas + 16 kHz ≈ 452 kHz for an n = -4 mode 
rotating in the ion direction.  Modes were found for both q profiles in this frequency range (Table 
2).  For the TRANSP q profile, modes were found that bracket the measured frequency at 420.6 
kHz with a total damping rate of -1.06% and at 476.4 kHz with a total damping rate of -1.55%, 
not very different from the measured damping rate of -0.8%.  Three modes were found with the 
EFIT q profile with frequencies from 419.9 kHz to 456.1 kHz.  This frequency is close to the 
measured frequency with the calculated Doppler shift and had a total damping rate of -0.7%, 
which is almost identical to the measured damping rate.  The main contributions to the damping 
rate were from continuum damping at the edge and from Landau damping on the background 
deuterium ions for both q profiles.  So, for both of these q profiles, modes in the measured 
frequency range were found with damping rates close to the measured value. 
 
 The calculated radial structures and n=4 TAE gap structures for the mode that is closest 
to the experiment for each of the two q profiles are shown in Figure 7.  Both modes interact with 
the continuum inside of polΨ  between 0.4 and 0.45.   In the case of the EFIT q profile, there is 
a somewhat larger edge region of interaction with the continuum outside of  polΨ ~ 0.80, while 
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the edge interaction for the TRANSP q profile occurs slightly further out near polΨ ~ 0.85.  
While the mode with the EFIT q profile agrees better with the experimental frequency and 
damping rate, there is stronger continuum interaction near the edge.  
 
One of the goals here is to study the sensitivity of the NOVA-K continuum damping 
model to different plasma conditions. In this example, it is clear that both modes found in this 
section are beyond the limit of the applicability of the perturbation technique used for continuum 
damping calculations.  It turns out that modes calculated for this case strongly interact with the 
continuum at the edge and propagate through several resonances with the continuum.  Small 
changes in the density profile can result in significant variation in the calculated continuum 
damping due to an induced change in the continuum.  Numerically, this happens if the resonance 
is near the tip of the local continuum, at the grid point of the radial mesh, or if the poloidal 
harmonic coupling is strong, which is typical for low to moderate n numbers.  Analysis shows 
that strong interaction with the continuum in this case is due to the low n number and the closed 
TAE gap.  Thus, NOVA-K can not reliably compute the damping rate in this case.  From this 
comparison, we can conclude that higher n modes in general are better suited for the modeling 
because of stronger localization inside the gap. On the other hand localized TAEs are less 
coupled to the plasma edge and thus to the driving antenna. It is surprising that the frequency 
match helps to choose the mode, which has significant presence at the edge and has a damping 
rate close to the measured one. Note, that the finite edge amplitude of the eigenmode is also 
possible if it propagates through the continuum as will be discussed in the next section. The 
application of NOVA-K also shows that the perturbative damping model needs to be extended 
for multiple resonances with the continuum by including FLR and other non-ideal effects to 
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resolve the singularities near the resonances.  It is possible that the actual q profile is different 
from those reconstructed by TRANSP and EFIT, which would result in a different gap structure 
or FLR effects adjust the TAE mode structure accordingly.  
 
3.3 Near double null inner wall limited n = 9 stable TAE with sweeping active frequency 
By sweeping the active antenna frequency up and down through the center of the TAE gap 
frequency, multiple resonances can be excited in a single discharge.  Figure 8a shows the 
calculated plasma equilibrium cross-section for a near double null inner wall limited plasma at 
the time when a TAE resonance is observed during active frequency sweeping.  The frequency 
sweeping is shown in the spectrogram of a pick-up coil signal in Figure 8b together with the time 
averaged poloidal field fluctuation amplitude and the calculated center of the gap TAE frequency 
for q=1.5.  The active frequency tracks the TAE frequency for a given q value through a digital 
control system that calculates the TAE frequency in real-time with analog measurements of the 
core line integrated density and toroidal field, assuming constant chord length, major radius, and 
impurity fraction.  This gives an approximate value for the TAE frequency at q=1.5 and although 
there is certainly error in the approximation compared to the actual value, it does get close 
enough for the sweep to cross the desired resonant frequency.  A clear resonance at about 0.85 s 
was found to have a frequency of fmeas = 487 kHz.  Fitting the phases of the residues of three 
closely toroidally spaced pick-up coil signals gives a clear linear fit to n = 9 (Figure 9).  The 
measured damping rate was found to be γ/ω ≈ -1.5%.  Once again NOVA-K was run using the 
calculated q profiles from TRANSP and EFIT, but in addition, the sensitivity to the q profile was 
checked by artificially scaling the entire EFIT q profile by 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1.  While this does not 
preserve the correct edge q value, it does provide a simple means to check the sensitivity of the 
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calculated mode structure and damping rate to relatively small changes in the overall q profile 
without changing the shape of the profile or other inputs to the code.  Figure 10 shows the EFIT 
and TRANSP q profiles used in the calculations.  Note that the TRANSP central q value is 0.54, 
which is much lower than the EFIT q0 value, which is constrained to be near 1.  The measured 
core ion plasma toroidal rotation was ~5 kHz in the electron direction, so the mode frequency in 
the plasma frame should be approximately fplasma = fmeas - 45 kHz ≈ 442 kHz.  Note that given the 
relatively large toroidal mode number, a small change in the plasma rotation will make a much 
larger change in the Doppler shifted frequency, so there is a larger uncertainty in the mode 
frequency in the plasma frame.  Table 3 shows the calculated damping rates for the TRANSP q 
profile and for the three scaled EFIT q profiles.  Eigenmodes with calculated frequencies in the 
range from 420 kHz to 450 kHz were found for each of these q profiles, but the calculated 
damping rate was found to be quite sensitive to q, varying by nearly an order of magnitude with 
these changes in q.  The variation in the damping rates is again from the different radial 
localization of these modes with the respect to the TAE gap. 
 
 For the TRANSP q profile, the low central q value leads to a less radially aligned gap 
structure and thus to modes with fairly strong continuum interaction in both the inner half of the 
plasma and out near the plasma edge.  Figure 11a shows the radial profile of the eigenfunction 
for a mode at 449.5 kHz.  There is strong continuum interaction inside polΨ  ≤ 0.6 and outside 
polΨ ≥ 0.9 as can be seen in Figure 11b showing the n = 9 TAE gap structure.  This mode had 
a calculated damping rate of γ/ω = -1.48%, in agreement with the measured value.  
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 The NOVA-K calculations found a more open TAE gap structure for 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 
times the EFIT q profile.  For the EFIT q profile multiplied by 0.9, a mode was found at 440.0 
kHz with a damping rate of -1.2%, very close to the measured damping rate.  For the EFIT q 
profile, the mode found with the frequency closest to the Doppler shifted measured mode 
frequency had a frequency of 446.3 kHz.  This mode had a calculated damping rate of -0.33%, 
which is considerably lower than the measured value of -1.5%.  However, when the EFIT q 
profile was multiplied by 1.1, the closest mode to match the experiment was found at 435.8 kHz 
which had a damping rate of only -0.17%, nearly an order of magnitude smaller than the 
measured damping rate.  The calculated radial profiles of the eigenfunctions and the TAE gap 
structures for these three scaled EFIT q profiles are shown in Figure 12.  For 0.9 times the EFIT 
q profile, the mode amplitude near the edge is particularly large where there is strong interaction 
with the continuum that leads to a larger total damping rate.  For the EFIT q profile, the edge 
interaction is not as large, but there is interaction with the continuum for polΨ < 0.5, which 
leads to an intermediate damping rate.  At 1.1 times the EFIT q profile, there is some continuum 
interaction at mid radius as well as near the edge, but the resulting damping rate is much smaller. 
This clearly shows how the continuum damping, in particular, is quite sensitive to details of the q 
profile.  The case with the scaled EFIT q profiles is interesting as it shows that the TAE modes 
can propagate through and escape strong interaction with the continuum under certain conditions 
as discussed in Ref.[25].  It can happen if the continuum band is very narrow in the radial 
direction or when there is only one resonance with the continuum, so that the envelope of the 
high-n TAE mode structure can have a node in its structure at the point of its intersection with 
the continuum. This is the case for the TAEs corresponding to the EFIT q-profile and 1.1 times 
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the EFIT q-profile, where the edge mode structure falls within the EAE gap so that the mode 
structure is part TAE and part EAE, or a double gap mode [25] 
 
The reason for the eigenmode propagation outside the TAE gap can be understood as 
follows. Scaled EFIT q-profiles result in a similar TAE gap envelope, particularly near the edge, 
except that the radial positions of the m,m+1 couplets are shifted and the center of the TAE gap 
is moved according to ωTAE ~ 1/q. Thus, if the external antenna frequency (or expected 
eigenmode frequency) is fixed, scaling the q profile is almost equivalent to changing the 
frequency for a fixed q-profile, particularly near the edge. Thus, going from a q-profile scaling 
factor of 0.9 to 1 to 1.1 moves the antenna frequency up with regard to the TAE gap envelope at 
each radial location. At 0.9 times the EFIT q-profile, as can be seen from the continuum Figure 
12 (a), the radial distance between the TAE/EAE continuum and the edge is smallest (from 
r/a=0.95 to 1), so that the eigenmode can not be formed inside the EAE gap.  That is, the half 
wavelength of the mode radial envelope does not fit within that part of the EAE gap. For both 1 
and 1.1 times the EFIT q-profile, on the other hand, half of the eigenmode envelope wavelength 
fits nicely into the EAE gap. As a result the eigenmode escapes strong damping and propagates 
through the continuum, which allows it to be coupled to the antenna and be measured by the 
Mirnov coils at the wall.  
. 
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4. Conclusions 
Detailed analyses with the NOVA-K code of several actively excited stable TAEs in Alcator C-
Mod have shown that reasonable agreement between the measured and calculated total damping 
rates can be obtained for moderate toroidal mode numbers with 4 ≤ n ≤ 9, for q profiles obtained 
with the EFIT or TRANSP codes.  Since the q profile is not measured in C-Mod, a sensitivity 
analysis of the calculated damping rate to small changes in the q profile was performed and it 
was found as expected to be very sensitive to changes in q.  The calculated damping rate can 
increase or decrease by as much as an order of magnitude with only 10% changes in q.  This 
sensitivity appears to be due to changes in how well radially aligned the TAE gap is and thus in 
the radial location of the interaction of the mode with the continuum such that the mode may be 
less affected by continuum damping at mid radii or be more strongly damped near the edge, 
depending on changes in the q profile.  The Motional Stark Effect diagnostic on C-Mod with the 
diagnostic neutral beam is unable to measure the q profile to an accuracy of 10%.  A more 
accurate measurement of the q profile will be necessary for more precise validation of the 
NOVA-K continuum damping rate model with measured stable TAE damping rates.  It is 
possible that in cases when the gap is closed, TAEs have relatively small damping.  It means that 
to analyze them, NOVA-K should be extended to include FLR effects to resolve the TAE mode 
structure in the vicinity of the resonance with the continuum.  In general, the NOVA-K 
continuum damping model seems to be working reasonably well for moderate-n modes, for 
which the continuum damping rate is expected to be smaller due to their relative localization.  
It follows from the analysis above that the frequency match is not the only criterion for the mode 
to be chosen out of the linear simulations. A second criterion is that the eigenmode must have 
finite amplitude at the edge of the plasma. This becomes increasingly important for higher 
 17
toroidal mode numbers when the number of eigenmodes in the simulations increases in 
proportion to n.  
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Figure Captions 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Magnetic equilibrium flux contours of the plasma cross-section showing the locations 
of the active MHD antennas. (b) Photo of the active MHD antennas inside C-Mod. (c) Geometric 
calculation of the toroidal mode spectrum of an active MHD antenna showing that a broad 
spectrum of modes are excited. 
 
Fig. 2. (a) Magnetic equilibrium flux contours showing an inner wall limited plasma cross-
section at the time of a TAE resonance. (b) Fourier spectrogram of a magnetic pick-up coil signal 
together with time averaged amplitude of the poloidal field fluctuations and the calculated center 
of the TAE gap frequency (solid line) compared with the active antenna frequency (dashed line) 
showing that a resonant peak occurs just after the calculated TAE frequency passes through the 
antenna frequency. 
 
Fig. 3. EFIT calculated q profile compared with a flat q profile out to ~ 0.7polΨ  used in 
NOVA-K to calculate the TAE damping rate for the resonance shown in Fig. 2. 
 
Fig. 4. (a) Alfvén eigenmode dispersion relation for the n=-4 mode as a function of the radial 
coordinate polΨ  showing that the 427.4 kHz mode lies in the TAE gap.  (b) Radial eigenmode 
structure calculated with NOVA-K of the n=-4 mode at 427.4 kHz found using the equilibrium 
for the resonance measured in Fig. 3.  
 
Fig. 5. (a) Magnetic equilibrium flux contours for a lower single null plasma at the time of a 
stable TAE resonance. (b) Fourier spectrogram of a poloidal field pick-up coil signal showing 
three clear TAE resonances together with time averaged poloidal field perturbation, the changing 
line averaged density and toroidal field, which result in a changing center of the TAE gap 
frequency for q=1.5 compared to the constant active antenna frequency. 
 
Fig. 6. EFIT and TRANSP calculated q profiles at the time of the third resonance in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 7. (a) NOVA-K calculated TAE gap structure for n=4 with a TRANSP calculated q profile. 
(b) NOVA-K calculated eigenfunction radial profile for an n=4 mode at 476.4 kHz with a 
TRANSP q profile. (c) NOVA-K calculated TAE gap structure for n=4 with an EFIT calculated 
q profile. (d) NOVA-K calculated eigenfunction radial profile for an n=4 mode a 456.1 kHz with 
an EFIT q profile.    
 
Fig. 8. (a) Magnetic equilibrium flux contours for a near double null inner wall limited plasma at 
the time of a stable TAE resonance. (b) Fourier spectrogram of a poloidal field pick-up coil 
signal together with the time average of the poloidal field fluctuations and the center of the TAE 
gap frequency for q=1.5 compared with the sweeping active antenna frequency showing a 
resonance as the sweeping frequency passes through the TAE frequency.   
 
Fig. 9. Linear fit to the phases of the residues of the transfer functions of three toroidally 
displaced poloidal field pick-up coil signals indicating a toroidal mode number of n=-9. 
 
Fig. 10. TRANSP and EFIT calculated q profiles as a function of the square root of the 
normalized poloidal flux radial coordinate for the shot and time of the resonance in Fig. 8. 
 
Fig. 11. (a) NOVA-K calculated TAE gap structure for n=9 with a TRANSP calculated q profile. 
(b) NOVA-K calculated eigenfunction radial profile for an n=9 mode at 449.5 kHz with a 
TRANSP calculated q profile. 
 
Fig. 12. NOVA-K calculated TAE gap structure and radial eigenfunctions for the closest n=9 
mode to the experimentally measured frequency (a) and (b) with the EFIT calculated q profile 
multiplied by 0.9, (c) and (d) with the EFIT q profile, and (e) and (f) with the EFIT q profile 
multiplied by 1.1. 
 
 
 
Table Captions 
 
Table 1. NOVA-K calculated damping rates for the measured stable TAE resonance from Figure 
2 using the two q profiles shown in Figure 3. 
 
Table 2. NOVA-K calculated damping rates for the third stable TAE resonance in Figure 5 using 
the two q profiles shown in Figure 6. 
 
Table 3. NOVA-K calculated damping rates for the measured stable TAE resonance centered 
about 0.85 s in Figure 8 using the TRANSP q profile and the EFIT q profile scaled by a factor of 
0.9, 1, and 1.1. 
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